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Biological systems are impressively able to interact with dynamically changing environments, to show versatile 
movements, to learn and to adapt themselves quickly for continuously changing environmental conditions. 
Therefore, the Modern and Biologically Inspired Paradigms have emerged as an attractive field of science and 
engineering for solutions to today’s complex problems. Consequently, Modern and Biologically Inspired Paradigms 
aim to contribute to the Complex Adaptive Systems Conference (2011) in the following three main categories: 1) 
Bioinformatics and Computational Biology, 2) Agent Based Systems, 3) Modern and Biologically Inspired Systems. 
 

 Bioinformatics and computational biology paradigms – Bioinformatics and computational biology 
paradigms have their origin in the theory of intelligent processing and use statistical learning theory (SLT) 
and data mining to a large extent. SLT and data mining provide an intelligent inference framework for 
extracting data from large coupled and complex data bases. That is, SLT provide mechanisms for gaining 
knowledge, making predictions and classifications, and / or constructing models from sets of data, studied 
in a statistical framework. So, we may summarize SLT /data mining as an inductive inference process, 
which implements the following three steps : 1) observe a phenomenon, 2) construct a statistical model of 
(or for) that phenomenon, and 3) make predictions, detections, classifications, diagnoses, etc., using the 
model. That is, SLT uses the model by intelligently extracting the pertinent information from that data 
base.  

 
 Agent Based Systems – These systems use simple rules for simultaneous interactions among multiple 

agents, predict the behavior of complex phenomena, and finally generate complex adaptive behavior. The 
computational process generally involves various agents, decision-making, learning rules, adaptation, and 
an external environment.  Research works contributing to this section are 1) A work on the modeling and 
governing of complex system behavior in flexible and adaptive robotic assembly systems using a fully 
distributed multi-agent approach for autonomous control.  2) The design and implementation of an agent-
based framework to safeguard an auto-catalytic reactor network against external disturbances. 3) A work 
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on a functional interface (L-CAPS) for learning group behavior using Cultural Algorithms in the land 
bridge simulation example, 4) A work on a new model built upon an agent-based-methodology that can 
simulate the potential cannibalization scenarios within a multiple-generation product line viewed as a 
complex adaptive system.  

 
 Modern and Biologically Inspired Systems – Included in this category are the topics of Artificial 

Immune Systems, Bioengineering Systems, Intelligent Control and Robots, and Swarm Intelligence. 
Contributing works to this section are 1) The development and implementation of an artificial immune 
system on a mobile robot for collision free navigation, 2) Simulation of  the sensitivity of the Na channel to 
the concentration of Ca and its "stabilizing" effect on nerve and muscle excitability for implementing 
biologically realistic models of electrical and chemical signaling in neurons, 3) The use of spiking neural 
network controller for a mobile robot to balance the potentially competing objectives of light-seeking and 
obstacle avoidance, 4) The study on the development of a modified Marriage in Honey-bee Optimization 
(MBO) technique and to compare its performance to that of the real-coded GA technique. 


